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Introduction 

The RIDERSCAN project is an EU co-funded project aimed at gathering existing knowledge in 

8 motorcycle safety-related areas in order to identify missing knowledge and information and 

provide guidance to road authorities on how to improve motorcycle safety. 

In the context of its work on Traffic Management and ITS (Deliverable 6), the project launched 

and participated to 3 LinkedIn Threads on: 

 Difference between Riding and Driving 

https://www.linkedin.com/groupItem?view=&gid=3813924&type=member&item=24177

1798&trk=groups_search_item_list-0-b-ttl  

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/What-makes-riding-different-from-

2572176.S.241771560?trk=groups_search_item_list-0-b-ttl  

 Distractive Driving https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Distracted-Driving-Why-we-suck-

4512719.S.5955740313963216900?view=&item=5955740313963216900&type=member

&gid=4512719&trk=eml-group_discussion_new_comment-discussion-title-

link&midToken=AQHFZSBfzqcQYQ&fromEmail=fromEmail&ut=3Vz4eQoM5qimA1 

 

Extracts of interest for analysis 

Note: wagons are hitched to a single horse or team of horses or other livestock that are driven by 

a driver. When the conveyance happens to be the livestock itself, it is ridden by a rider 

The driving/riding task comprises four distinct activities: navigation, prediction, operation and 

communication. In our four-task driving model we clearly have to forgo prediction when looking 

at and gathering navigation information from direction signs. Whenever multiple tasks are 

possible in one situation, people will naturally find ways of attending to these tasks whilst 

ensuring as far as possible that none of them interfere with any of the others. The nearest concept 

explaining what people actually do when multi-tasking is called time-slicing. The time slice in 

this case is usually very small and, as soon as we have gathered the information, back we go to 

the prediction task. The same is true for every other task (whether related or not): we forgo 

prediction to attend to it. With our brain makings around 200 prediction updates a second, the 

longer our attention is diverted, the greater the error level becomes in the prediction. Drivers will 

learn to accept a certain level of error [motorcyclists cannot] in their predictions as the price that 

has to be paid for attending to a non-prediction task. Sadly though, the acceptable error level can 

prove to be too high if the baseline prediction was also in error in the first place! Rather than 

operating at what they think is an acceptable error level the actual error level may in fact be 

several times higher than they realise. A driver will always assume his predictions are correct [a 

good rider won’t] and will naturally take into account their acceptable error level before 

https://www.linkedin.com/groupItem?view=&gid=3813924&type=member&item=241771798&trk=groups_search_item_list-0-b-ttl
https://www.linkedin.com/groupItem?view=&gid=3813924&type=member&item=241771798&trk=groups_search_item_list-0-b-ttl
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/What-makes-riding-different-from-2572176.S.241771560?trk=groups_search_item_list-0-b-ttl
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/What-makes-riding-different-from-2572176.S.241771560?trk=groups_search_item_list-0-b-ttl
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Distracted-Driving-Why-we-suck-4512719.S.5955740313963216900?view=&item=5955740313963216900&type=member&gid=4512719&trk=eml-group_discussion_new_comment-discussion-title-link&midToken=AQHFZSBfzqcQYQ&fromEmail=fromEmail&ut=3Vz4eQoM5qimA1
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Distracted-Driving-Why-we-suck-4512719.S.5955740313963216900?view=&item=5955740313963216900&type=member&gid=4512719&trk=eml-group_discussion_new_comment-discussion-title-link&midToken=AQHFZSBfzqcQYQ&fromEmail=fromEmail&ut=3Vz4eQoM5qimA1
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Distracted-Driving-Why-we-suck-4512719.S.5955740313963216900?view=&item=5955740313963216900&type=member&gid=4512719&trk=eml-group_discussion_new_comment-discussion-title-link&midToken=AQHFZSBfzqcQYQ&fromEmail=fromEmail&ut=3Vz4eQoM5qimA1
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/Distracted-Driving-Why-we-suck-4512719.S.5955740313963216900?view=&item=5955740313963216900&type=member&gid=4512719&trk=eml-group_discussion_new_comment-discussion-title-link&midToken=AQHFZSBfzqcQYQ&fromEmail=fromEmail&ut=3Vz4eQoM5qimA1
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diverting attention to a non-prediction task. Drivers base their time-slices on this mental model, 

but because they are no longer making active predictions and because their initial prediction may 

be wrong their estimate of the amount of time they can divert their attention is often wildly 

inaccurate. Multi-tasking then is not the actual problem – it is the initial prediction error and the 

acceptable error level on top of it that is really at the heart of the matter. 

The 'System' of car/motorcycle control or IPSGA as it is often known (Information-Position-

Speed-Gear-Accelerate) is a wonderful example of output from a process being confused with 

input to that process. Position = output, Speed = output, Gear = output, Accelerate = output. The 

actual input, i.e. the Information phase and the clue finding and predictive processing that result 

from that input, is poorly understood. What our group has done is to deconstruct the Information 

phase and apply the current understanding of the brain as a prediction machine to that phase. We 

end up with what we call IPSGA II which stands for I=Information (the search for clues) so that 

we can make P=Predictions as to what will happen next. We then make a S/G=Stop/Go decision 

based on those predictions and finally A=Anticipate whether our predictions are wrong. Once 

that sub-process has been run through, the traditional position, speed, gear, accelerate elements 

will be the outputs that we would expect from that sub-process 

The driving task according to Alexander and Lunnenfeld has three components: Navigation, 

Steering and Control. But I personally like the concept of Prediction. Perhaps prediction is part 

of steering, i.e. selecting the safest path and speed for any set of conditions. 

Time-slice: Of course, we all only have 60 seconds in one minute. The brain is very fast, faster 

than the eye, the hand etc. The time slice that needed to focus on a sign is anywhere from 0.5 to 1 

second. The time needed to read a sign may be a little more. This is not a brain delay, this is the 

time that it takes for the eye to focus on and read the sign. This of course is also the time that is 

lost, i.e. diverting your attention for instance to focus on a cell phone. In both cases we 

temporarily lose the ability to see a pedestrian or kangaroo on or near the road and maybe in our 

path. In fact, if you are focused on your cell phone, when you look up to see the road it will take 

0.5 to 1 second to refocus your eyes to the situation on the road.  

Another consideration is PIEV or perception reaction time. We normally consider 2.5 seconds. 

By multi-tasking with a cell phone we may add crucial time to your perception reaction time. 

Driving is in itself a task but to drive we carry out a multitude of tasks and manage it very well. 

The issue comes when we have to make decisions about unrelated tasks or groups of tasks. When 

this is required we switch between tasks or groups of tasks. This adds the complication of how 

we store the paused task or group of tasks. We store the point we left the driving task in our 

short-term memory, returning to it when we return from dealing with our phone. The problem is 

that we are no longer physically where we originally were due to the distance we have travelled 

compounded by any external changes in our environment. 

Driving is already a multi-task function. In some driving situations the human can take on 

additional tasks, in others we have to shed nonessential tasks, for example, stop conversing with 
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a passenger, turn down the radio, stop talking on the cell phone, or simply slow down. Slowing 

down just gives us more time to consider all of the input that might be needed to make a decision 

as to where to position our vehicle in the traffic flow. I think the problem with the cell phone is 

that it is a very powerful lure. We do not know how much of our multitasking capability it will 

consume at any particular point. 

People will allow themselves to do distracting tasks if they firmly believe that they will be able 

to handle the cognitive (prediction) impairment that results from it. 

The concentration span of the average motorist is not that great. Their cognitive function is 

greatly compromised by their generally poor observational skills. 

The question, in my view, is not anymore whether it is good or bad, but how to make sure that 

any distraction generated by these new functions remains acceptable for all road users (being or 

not compensated by further technology...), or whether road users can adapt to an increasing level 

of distracting activities. I intuitively believe it is about brain training and that the brain is capable 

of adapting. I tend to believe that adequate education to the use of on-board technology is able to 

generate new driving strategies. It will all be about a strategic combination of education, 

awareness, smart enforcement and collective efforts to make sure it does not become a problem. 

We do not multi-task at all well, but we as individuals are simply not aware of this fact. To us 

multi-tasking seems perfectly natural as it is an everyday and perfectly normal way of managing 

simultaneous tasks. Looking in the mirror whilst driving is an example of a perfectly normal 

multi-task that is actively encouraged whilst looking down at the phone is similarly normal [not 

on a motorcycle – c.f. father’s advice “always look front” = > faster reaction back to prediction] 

yet is frowned upon. Because we think we can manage these normal multi-tasks without any 

problem, we will continue to do them. Our experience shows us that we can rapidly load-shed if 

the circumstances require it (see how quickly people will drop their phones if they see a copper 

watching them) so people will naturally take on additional loads so long as they remain happy 

that the additional tasks can be abandoned if need be. 

Even when driving, some levels of multitasking are essential....gear shifting while depressing the 

clutch and using the mirrors and changing lanes all at the same time......but really these are just 

parts of the same tasks resulting from the primary task which the driver is engaged in: driving. 

Introducing a mobile phone into this situation is a different story because then the driver is truly 

engaged in multitasking... And many of the "thoughtless" functions are overridden or forgotten 

while the brain is otherwise engaged.... 

I believe speaking with someone on the phone is entirely different in that it doesn't just grab time 

slices (or processor cycles if you prefer), but it also forces part of your consciousness into a 

second, detached and unrelated context. I suggest that this second context requires more 

cognitive effort than does flicking your turn signal. It is also quite different from carrying on a 

conversation with someone who is in your car - they share a common context with you that the 

remote person does not. 
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Human beings communicate, that's what they do and there is nothing anybody can do to stop 

that! 

There are plenty of activities that require 100% focus and concentration. There are others where 

two or more activities can deliver combined, but these tend to be at the simpler end of the scale. 

The hub of driving requires the driver to maintain 100% focus because – as you know – anything 

can happen at any time. It is not possible to focus on a phone call and drive 100% safely at the 

same time. 

All tasks require 100% focus and concentration, but only during the learning period. That's why 

learning a new activity is so tiring as our brain can only maintain a high level of concentration 

for a very short time before it becomes exhausted. The reason we accept the cognitive strain of 

learning things in the first place is so that we can eventually leave the tasks up to the much less 

effortful and automatic system 1. Once we have learnt how to perform the task we will be happy 

in the sure and certain knowledge that system 1 will tell us if we need to apply some conscious 

thought to it. 

The issue is to know when the need to be 100% focused is, and ensure proper 'traffic reading', 

hence the anticipation of other road users actions allowing us to act accordingly. This should be 

the focus of transport technology (ITS) with all these distracting functions coming on board. 

There's a big difference between augmentation and automation. In driving, augmentation is 

probably going to be a good thing as it will help to make the driving task easier. Power steering 

and automatic gearboxes are good examples of augmentation as there is precious little evidence 

that they have ever caused us any problems. It's the idea that the human can be taken out of the 

loop by automation without causing problems that is the worry.  

The gigantic problem with any automated system is when it fails or reaches the limit of its 

programming. The idea that the problem will be handed back to the human for them to resolve is 

a non-starter as the human would not be 'situationally aware' and would be unlikely to resolve 

the problem in time. 

There are two skills used when driving: 

- the cognitive (input and interpretation of information)  [What are they for riding?] 

- and psychomotor (what your brain tells your hands and feet to do) [What are they for 

riding?] 

Using a mobile seriously affects your cognitive function (irrespective of hands free), rendering 

the motorist less aware of surroundings and therefore less able to control the psychomotor 

function rendering the motorist more vulnerable to collision  

Cognitive function in relation to the driving task is affected by loads of things that are often a 

great deal worse than talking on the phone. It's only because the phone is a visible distractor that 

we invest so much in its use and thus fail to understand the underlying problem. Thinking what 

you are going to have for tea or working out what you are going to say in the meeting are 
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activities that require the conscious executive functions to be directed to that problem and away 

from the driving task [Motorcyclists don’t or when they do, they put themselves at great risk 

because of the importance of predictions]. The more complex the thought processes, the greater 

the functions that are left up to the sub-conscious autopilot to manage. 

Some people are better at jumping between two tasks than others. Anyone who's read Daniel 

Kahneman's superb 'Thinking Fast and Slow' knows that we cannot do multiple tasks 

simultaneously well; we reduce walking pace in response to something as mundane as doing a 

calculation in our head 

A: What are the operational differences between driving a car and riding a motorcycle? => to 

know about the mental activities involved in riding 

B: Why do people ride motorcycles rather than drive a car? => from a safety point of view 

Question B is the most important as it involves rider motivation, risk acceptance, and the average 

rider's psychological make-up; the only way to get a riding skills message to the rider is through 

knowing "what makes him/her tick" 

=> Since factors involved with these three usually dictate just how skilled a rider becomes at 

riding and therefore uses the mental skills required to keep him/her safe, Question B also plays a 

big part in what the answer is to Question A. 

 

Riding, for me, is a solo experience, where I depend on 

me and my senses, taking in pretty much everything I can 

to ensure I arrive at Point B - 

Driving my car is about getting from 

Point A to Point B, quickly, with 

determined intent, while answering 

questions pitched by youngsters in 

the back seat, dogs wanting to put 

their head out of the window, and 

unfortunately, being stuck in 

commuter traffic. 

Riding involves biomechanics but driving doesn't. A 

rider has to move his body when he steers or 

countersteers whereas a driver doesn't have to. The 

physical information, (sore butt after some hours, painful 

wrists, sizzling ears just to name some ) are of a nature 

with much more impact on concentration efforts 

It's quite difficult to fall off a car. 

A rider has always had a spherical, 360 degree 

immersion in the environment. The perspective for a 

rider is different than that of a driver or an operator 

 As such, the thought processes for survival attain a 

different priority for a rider than for a driver or an 

Most times, a driver or operator has 

much less relevance to the 

surroundings.  

 This lack of relevance of the 

surroundings may be attributed to 
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operator. a barrier or insulation from 

surroundings. 

Riding a motorcycle involves physical and mental abilities that are over and above those needed 

to drive a car. 

The skill set of the rider was far greater than that of a 

driver or operator. 

 

Awareness of the rider is attuned to threat assessment 

more than any driver or operator. 

Threats to the rider are greater and offer more lethal 

consequences in the decision-making process. The 

ongoing analysis of threat is different for a rider than for 

a driver or an operator. 

 

The level of engagement is much higher for a 

motorcycle rider 

Driving is comparably a passive 

activity. 

The information gathered by a rider is in numbers and 

character much more complicated than the mental 

occupancy of a driver. 

Wind, noise, bumps, choosing the correct lines, actions 

of cars, kids, bicycles, pedestrians have much heavier 

implications on a rider 

 

Our fishtank (inside the helmet!) is much more compact 

than the inner space of a car, therefore both internal and 

external communications for a rider have a different 

character 

 

Riders seem to be processing more sensory input and 

acting upon it rapidly and non-stop.  

Possibly the biomechanical activity promotes quick 

processing and reaction to this input 

 

It seems as if riders develop a sixth sense or utilize a 

sixth sense. Possibly, it is a super sense 

 

Feeling of vulnerability 

Riders have multiple inputs. As such, there develops a 

redundant message that enhances the thought process. 

Exposure to more sensory inputs seems to create this 

phenomenon. Proximity awareness and balance 
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seemingly motivate many of the thoughts and 

biomechanical triggers 

Visually scanning the roadway at a distance and speed 

that current ITS systems do not compute 

 

It is easier to teach a rider to drive....then a driver to ride 

  

Levels of involvement in the act of 'driving': most 

motorcycles don't have the ability to play music, difficult 

to smoke whilst 'driving' , not easy to use your phone 

(=>motorcyclists to be the safest users of the road as the 

only distraction we have is speed) 

 

This is less and less the case (in Europe at least) as more 

and more motorcyclists are using GPS, mobile phones 

with direct connexion on the helmets, scooter riders (yes 

we are talking about urban mobility as well) are smoking 

while riding, etc... 

Driving is a far more "relaxed 

occupation". Balance is far less 

important. Overall the sensory 

stimuli are a lot lower 

 

I process information visually and differently (and often 

drive people bonkers when I "see" something they don't) 

 

As a rider, you ride like you are the prey, always looking 

for the next attacker. 

E.g. my wife now knows how to read cars, drivers, 

environments and SEE the event before it happens. She 

knows what the driver is going to do before the driver 

does. She LOOKS down the road and through her turns, 

reads subtle driver movements as clues, she sees the tire 

and hubcap getting ready to blow before it happens, she 

sees the tiny eye shining at night standing in the road or 

in the woods, the dog or kid that is ready to dart out, she 

sees the road construction and always rides with an 

escape route. 

 

Everything but the rules. Risk is the main thing. Riders 

(usually) have more mental awareness. I would also say 

most riders who also drive cars use their mental riding 

skills while driving which makes them better drivers. 

Training in high level hazard recognition so the rider can 
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see the crash situation building up before it gets him. 

Traffic scanning skills: 

A group I am involved with actually used eye tracking 

goggles on riders through a course and then placed them 

into cars and had them drive the same course again so 

we could get a direct comparison... and also compare 

with data from drivers. We found that riders look down 

at the road a lot... makes sense, to clear for roadway 

problems, (a recently released report done out of Oregon 

State with NHTSA money looked at new riders and 

followed them over a period of time with eye tracking 

goggles. They found that the new riders tend to really 

look down at the ground a lot 

www.nhtsa.gov/staticfiles/nti/pdf/811689.pdf .) 

And they have a larger overall field of view. Again, 

makes sense, helmet allows for a wide field of vision 

where car windshield has edges to field of view... 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3482468/  

A 2-2012 study on Conspicuity by Roge et al, which I 

thought was out of your place, also notices that riders 

have more saccada eye movement and don't focus as 

long on things as car drivers 

Driving a car is like playing a video 

game and the windshield is the video 

screen. 

So many factors that a rider must take into account that 

might not even occur to the driver of a car, such as the 

condition of the road surface (potholes, spilled diesel 

fuel, manhole covers), which will dictate the position on 

the road that the rider must take, hazards, both actual and 

anticipated, etc. 

 

 Manoeuvring: 

When in a car you turn the wheel in 

the direction in which you wish to 

turn. On a motorcycle at regular 

driving speeds input to the 

handlebars will have the opposite 

effect. 

I like having open lanes around me so I tend to move a 

little aggressively through traffic to get in a clear spot. 

 

http://www.nhtsa.gov/staticfiles/nti/pdf/811689.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3482468/
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Historically, riders have existed long before drivers and operators. 

Many of the studies that have been extensively amassed on drivers and operators are not 

applicable to riders. 

Roadway infrastructure, design, maintenance, suitability, compatibility, laws, rules and 

regulations are at best enacted or written as a level of tolerance and control of the rider rather 

than written for the benefit or from the perspective of the rider. 

In many communities within the world, the rider is of little or no commercial consequence to the 

community. This commercial consequence is important to note to the understanding of why the 

rider operates from a position of victimization and of accommodation to the driver and the 

operator. 

The more fluid riders seem to be reacting before any warning of danger or opportunity. Many 

riding educators seem to express this as anticipatory riding. Possibly that is correct. 

Verifying the brain activity might be easy enough with some medical scanning device. Knowing 

that this brain activity is occurring does not give any indication of what the thoughts are. 

If this increased awareness is present, are fatal vulnerabilities the cause or is it a mindset that 

enables riders to think, act and react faster than drivers or operators? 

Does this process become a measurable factor in training or regulating motorcyclists?  

How is the process enhanced or diminished? 

Because of their feeling of vulnerability, the biomechanics involved with riding the bike (to be 

identified), riders process traffic information differently (how?), assess risk differently (which is 

not that they are taking more risks as I keep on hearing from the mc-unaware research 

community) , and anticipate/react differently to hazardous situations than car drivers. 

The BIG issue for the motorcycling community is to have it scientifically studied and identified, 

not for more regulation, but to be able to analyse the impact of ITS technology coming into the 

transport system everywhere on the planet. 

When I tell authorities that "lane change assist" or "automatic emergency braking systems", or 

any other automatic function they are considering needs to be properly assessed with regards to 

Vulnerable Road Users, they don't disagree. But then, how do you assess it without a proper 

methodology that considers the specificities of the riding tasks? 

ITS will provide many static and kinetic obstacles to riders. It is my fear that the ITS vehicles 

will also employ a program of predictability of near-miss outcomes that will prove to be 

motorcyclist-unfriendly/fatal. This statement is evidenced by the unsatisfactory recognition of 

motorcyclists and bicyclists in the roadway environment. 

Many motorcyclist training courses insist upon visually scanning the roadway at a distance and 

speed that current ITS systems do not compute. 
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Data about how a motorcycle moves/responds is available from most race teams (telemetry). 

Those motorcycles are so high-tech that the on-board computers can record the vehicle 

dynamics. There would be variables but there are enough common dynamics. 

I'm sure there's data that hasn't been casually brought together. I doubt there's been a controlled 

study. 

Telemetry is possible (it's done with race motorcycles), the last variables would be muscular 

response and eye tracking 

The tasks performed (the mental work including maybe the biomechanics such as eye or head 

movements) when riding are not documented. 

To segment the riding tasks and develop an impact assessment methodology. 

Trying to analyse riding by separating mental and biomechanical activity is a bit like trying to 

analyse beer by only looking at the water. 

As for riding itself, my plan has been to develop my skills through track classes and practice to a 

point where I can devote 90% of my attention to what people in autos are doing. I look in side 

and rear-view mirrors. I watch drivers’ heads. If the head moves left, for example, better be 

prepared for a lane change to the left. I also do my best to assure the bike is in a ready line of 

sight to a driver who actually makes an effort to look before changing direction. If you can see a 

driver in his - her rear view mirror, chances are they will see you if they take the time to look in 

the mirror before changing lanes. To find scientific data that demonstrates thought process and 

cognitive function of riders compared to drivers or operators 

Would you like the mental activities of a new rider, an experienced rider, an aggressive rider, a 

casual rider, a 365-day rider or a fair-weather rider, etc..? Putting every rider in the same 

demographic is as unfair and as inaccurate as saying all religions believe the same thing. What it 

comes down to is individuality. You can study it to death, but the rider's mental activities come 

down to the rider's individuality. When I was 18, I was focused on looking cool and giving hot 

chicks rides (maybe I still think about that). As I matured, my mental activities have changed and 

they actually change from day to day depending on weather, traffic, my attitude, am I in a good 

mood or am I upset. Am I riding to work, or taking a trip. Am I alone or in a group (group size 

also changes my mental activities). Am I hot or cold? The list of variables goes on. On average 

(for me), I mentally maintain a slight and healthy level of paranoia. 

 My level of paranoia changes depending on traffic and road conditions. I expect that drivers will 

NOT see me, and I ride accordingly. This low level of paranoia not only prepares me for known 

risks, but it also helps me enjoy the ride and reduce road-rage when the "expected" happens. To 

be honest, the only time I've ever had road-rage on my bike was caused by other riders doing 

inappropriate things and giving well-behaved riders a bad image. 

Modelling riding and identifying the most relevant scenarios specific to riding (for training and 

impact assessment purposes). Such studies would also precisely identify what makes the 
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difference between novice and experienced riders, aggressive and casual riders, 365-day riders or 

a fair-weather riders, etc.. For instance, when an experienced rider "devotes 90% of his/her 

attention to what people in autos are doing" (Jack), how much time does a novice rider do so? 

10%? 50%? Is he looking in the car drivers' mirrors? What about this "paranoia-tuned" attitude? 

Knowing this would enable the community to better train/warn/draw awareness but also assess 

the impact of any technology on bikes (chosen or not) or in car/trucks?  

If we hope to make any headway in saving rider lives then we need to look at all sources of 

information. MC roadcraft gives me great info on how to ride in an urban environment. 

The studies tell me that new riders look down, experienced riders look further down the 

road and the MAIDS and Hurt Studies tell us that experienced riders have a lower crash 

rate. So, if I can do something to get the new rider to get his eyes up and give him good 

traffic riding information as well as a place to ask questions that he has, then I can get him 

the experience he needs a bit quicker. In doing something like this, hopefully we can start to 

make better riders which will hopefully reduce crashes. Data and studies also tell me who is 

crashing and why they are crashing, which helps me try and come up with some strategies to 

reduce crashes. 

Here is a recent "discovery" I made that has me thinking. In CA a study on crashes over the last 

14 years showed that the performance motorcycles are involved in a majority of the crashes. 

Touring bikes have the lowest involvement rate. But, go to the Kelley Blue Book for 

motorcycles and look at mileage for a given year of motorcycle and they show average miles for 

performance motorcycles is much lower than for touring motorcycles.... So, the lowest mileage 

"style" of motorcycle has the highest crash rate while the highest mileage "style" has the lowest. 

Said another way, those who ride touring bikes ride more and crash less than those who ride 

performance motorcycles. I don't think this is surprising, but what is this telling us, if anything? 

Is it an age factor... I am over 50 and own both styles of motorcycle and I know a lot of riders 

similar to me.... 

Conspicuity issue: Perhaps we could teach riders to be more visible. In your prior response you 

mentioned the fact that a rider was treated with more consideration when behaving in a more 

animated fashion, but could that be because he was making himself more conspicuous by those 

movements? It has been shown that wearing a bright helmet is better than wearing a dark one, 

and I know that these bright dayglo yellow jackets or vests make a difference. I don't know what 

the Harley rider was wearing, but I would guess that it was a black jacket, blue jeans and a dark 

helmet. Anonymity 

Sport bikes are, it is true, ridden by a younger demographic, usually male, and these riders are 

more reckless. This, combined with the performance of the machines, is a recipe for an accident 

looking for somewhere to happen. Even a 600cc machine can take me from 0-60mph in a very 

short space of time and an incredibly short distance. The vast majority of other road users have 

no idea of these capabilities. // One possible factor in the higher-than-average incidence of 

crashes involving sportsbikes may be the riding position, compared to that of touring bikes - the 
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rider is more 'head-down' on the former, so his sightline is likely not as far along the road. 

Couple that with the often higher rate of progress, and you can see (sic) how hazards may not be 

observed in good time. // So now the question becomes does the riding position also have an 

effect on forward visibility to the extent that riders are overriding their forward sight distance? 

Out on the track, planning ahead is one turn at a time. Does this result in a habit of not looking 

far enough ahead? // I'd be curious to see the results of a study of sports bikes riders who are 

involved in accidents. From what I've observed, a certain percentage of sports bike riders only 

ride at weekends and in fair weather. There was an Austrian study saying how the highest 

percentage of motorcycle crashes in the country occur in fine weather conditions. I'd be curious 

how much riding experience those sportsbike riders who crash actually have. I do see a lot of 

guys on high performance bikes who clearly don't have the riding skills you'd expect, with poor 

braking and cornering // That isn't to say that sport bikes don't crash more often. They do. But 

our belief is that this is to do with the psychology of the rider. For example, the US military is 

having a problem with servicemen, home from Afghanistan, buying sports bikes and dying on 

them. These riders say they bought a sports bike because there wasn't enough excitement (in 

other words: risk) now that they are home. 

Peer mentoring: As for the second part I completely agree that an authoritarian approach will not 

be effective. I am with a group of other riders and we are trying to work out or figure out a 

mentoring program. Look at motorcycle cops and the club riders... another term for clubs is 

gangs. These two vastly different riders have 3 things in common: they ride aggressively, they 

have low overall crash rates and they have mentors. Look at other clubs like HOG and Gold 

Wing Riders, in general it seems that members of these clubs have a low crash rate also. It seems 

that if there is some type of help or mentor available that riders seem to crash less....  Now is any 

of this proven.... no... it is an observation, but what we are currently doing is not too effective so 

at least this is something different. 

The problem (proven substantial delayed reaction time when using even a hands-free phone, let 

alone texting etc.) may relate to the fact that drivers don't perceive this as additional cognitive 

load, but that it somehow runs in parallel, not distracting. The idea of driving while doing 

something else is clearly not going to work. Unfortunately we can't 'unconnect' our cars as it's 

likely to be these devices which are central to connected and autonomous vehicles, so can't put 

the genie back in the bottle and need to know how to make it work. 'Fully' autonomous vehicles 

will be hugely beneficial in many respects (over-riding our human numpty-ness) but I'm 

concerned about the intermediate period. That seems destined to be filled with mixed fleets 

(enabled, semi, old-school), riskiest drivers in least-enabled vehicles; and partial technology 

taking over tasks (adaptive cruise control; lane alert; satnav), leaving us bored and unengaged, 

without the technology (full detection and control) to offset that lack of engagement. This must 

have an adverse effect on reaction-time, even assuming we're awake and looking out of the 

vehicle to see what to react to.... 

ITS/ Recalibration of our riding processes 
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With the introduction of modern technology, we need to recalibrate our riding processes to take 

the technology into account. E.g. relying on the fact that you are off to the side of the car ahead 

you are following too closely used to be a fair tactic.  When ABS brakes didn't exist, in an 

emergency stop the car ahead of you would simply skid straight ahead, leaving room for you to 

brake in.  But with the modern use of ABS brakes, under emergency brakes the car you are 

following too closely can swerve while braking and fill the gap that used to be available for 

braking... 

 

Analysis and synthesis 

http://www.fema-

online.eu/riderscan/IMG/pdf/20140113_imobilityvru_whatmakesridingdifferentfromriding_comp

atibility_mode_.pdf 

 

 

http://www.fema-online.eu/riderscan/IMG/pdf/20140113_imobilityvru_whatmakesridingdifferentfromriding_compatibility_mode_.pdf
http://www.fema-online.eu/riderscan/IMG/pdf/20140113_imobilityvru_whatmakesridingdifferentfromriding_compatibility_mode_.pdf
http://www.fema-online.eu/riderscan/IMG/pdf/20140113_imobilityvru_whatmakesridingdifferentfromriding_compatibility_mode_.pdf
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